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BONNER LOOKS BACK ON BG CAREER

Wednesday
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Bowling Green, Ohio

Falcon center keeps grades as well as basketball statistics high;
Coach Voll remembers the first center he ever recruited ...see Sports,

P-8
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Classes relocated: Due to
the environmental hazard emergency
In Overman Hall, classes have been
relocated for today as follows:
GEOL100 at 8:30,11:30 and 1:30 —
Prout Chapel
GEOL 100 at 12:30 —105 Education
GEOL 104 at 2:30 — 111 South Hall
GEOL 105 at 10:30 — Prout Chapel
GEOL 205 at 9:30 — Prout Chapel
GEOL301 at 2:30 — 113A Hayes
Hall
GEOL301Lat3:30 — 113A Hayes
Hall
GEOL316at 1:30—103 Psychology
GEOL 509 at 9:30 —108 Psychology
GEOL 513 at 1:30 —108 Psychology
Gyman dies: Harry Gyman,
63, an assistant professor of sociology,
died Friday.
Gyman was co-director of the
University's Small Groups
Laboratory, which he helped
establish. He concentrated his
research on small group dynamics,
and he delivered numerous papers
and published several studies on the
social psychology of interpersonal
exchange.
Gyman was bom in Philadelphia.
Pa. on Dec. 12,1926, and is survived
by two sons, Michael and Jeffrey.
Funeral services were Monday.
Health fair Thursday: The
University's Student Health Service
will hold its third annual health fair
Thursday in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Exhibits
will include informational displays
and screenings.
The fair is freer 'open to the
public.
Faculty concert: The Faculty
Artist Series will present a concert by
Eianist Walter Baker at 8 tonight in
ry an Recital Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.

STATE
Renovations planned:
The city of Lorain is try ing to raise
$500,000 to renovate a 73-year-old
lighthouse that's considered a
historical monument.
The Lorain Port Authority, which
owns the lighthouse off Lake Erie, is
forming a foundation which will ask
for donations from corporations and
individuals and oversee the
structure's renovation.
The Port of Lorain Foundation, Inc.
also is working on ways to promote
the fund-raising. One such proposal
involves having schoolchildren make
wooden replicas of the lighthouse
which would serve as donation boxes
in area stores.
Bill approved: The House on
Tuesday approved a bill that could
help provide residential facilities for
thousands of Ohioans affected by
mental retardation or developmental
disabilities.
The bill permits county
commissioners to deposit money in a
so-called linked deposit program that
would provide loans, at reduced
interest rates, to non-profit
organizations seeking to develop
facilities.
Commissioners, at the request of
county boards of mental retardation
and developmental disabilities, would
invest in certificates of deposits to
back loans that could be up to 5
percent below current market rates.

HISTORY
On this date: in 1966, Ralph

Geer, director of summer and
off-campus programs announced that
$834,595 was collected by residents of
Ottawa, Huron and Erie counties to
build the University's first
multi-building branch. The Ohio
Board of Regents had allocated $1.8
million for the project, provided the
residents of the area contributed at
least $800,000.
Compiled from local and wire reports

Spilled oil
may yield
Exxon loss

'Pro' Lions
challenge
University

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department announced
a five-count indictment against
Exxon Corp. and its shipping
subsidiary Tuesday night in the
Exxon valdez oil spill that
fouled Alaska's coast last year.

by Jeremy S. Weber

Attorney General Dick Thornburgh and deputies said if
Exxon is convicted on all counts,
criminal fines could total as
much as $1.6 million.
However, the government
could also seek as much as $700
million more under federal laws
that allow recovery of twice the
amount of the proven loss
caused by the spill, U.S. Attorney Mark Davis of Alaska told a
Justice Department news conference.
a See Exxon, page 7.

Mercury spill
shuts down
Overman Hall
by Beth Church
editor
A dozen University classes were displaced and geology professors were
barred from their offices Monday when
workers removing asbestos from
Overman Hall discovered a mercury
spill in a chemistry lab.
As a precautionary measure. University officials closed the building,
forcing basement floor geology classes
to be temporarily relocated.
However, several professors do not
believe the problem is severe.
□ See Mercury, page 4.

High 33*
Low 17°

staff writer

Five Detroit Lions football players
were no match for Bowling Green athletes Tuesday night.
The Lions took on 25 of the University's best athletes in "Pro Challenge," a
program to promote drug and alcohol
awareness while spreading the players'
religious messages.
Benny Blades, Chris Spielman, William White, .limy Williams and Carl
Bland (now a member of the Green Bay
Packers) competed against University
athletes in volleyball, sit-up competition,
relay races, three-point snooting, football and six-on-six basketball.
Pro Challenge, sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ, is expected to be an
annual event, said Bill Babione, student
coordinator of the program.
"I'm extremely excited," Babione
said. "This is the fruit of all of our hard
work of the past three weeks coming
together."
Dave Wilson and Paul Hursar, former
college football players, also played for
the Pro Challenge team.
The players have been appearing in
Detroit high schools for the past three
years, but Spielman said this is the first
time Pro Challenge has come to a university.
"When you're in a position to have a
lot of impact, as we are, you try and
make a positive change," said Spielman,
a Pro Bowl selection. "If we reach just
one person, our goal is accomplished.
' 'We want to tell the students to say no
to drugs and alcohol, be strong and have
a strong belief in God," he said.
Spielman told the crowd of about 1,000
at Anderson Arena to make the best of
themselves.
"I challenge you to do right and challenge yourselves every day," he said.
' 'If you can look at yourself in the mirror
every morning and be happy, then you've done the right things "
The players participate in Pro Challenge voluntarily, but Williams, Lions'
defensive captain, said the rewards are
worth the effort.
a See Challenge, page 4.

BG News/Brock Vlsnkh
Detroit Lion Chris Spielman swings at a volleyball, much to the delight of the
Pro-Challenge spectators in Anderson Arena.

Soviet presidency bill debated
by John-Thor Dahlburg
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW — A determined and at times angry
Mikhail Gorbachev on Tuesday rammed through the
Soviet legislature his proposal for a more powerful
presidency that progressive lawmakers warned
could become a dictatorship.
Gorbachev, his voice rising as his temper frayed,
accused his critics of engaging in "cheap demagoguery." The Soviet leader recognized lawmakers
and revoked their right to speak apparently at whim
during the often-stormy debate.
He nailed the Supreme Soviet's final and overwhelming approval of his proposal as a "a great political event/' But lawmaker Leonid Sukhov, a Ukrainian taxi driver, warned: "The way the voting
went today is the same way presidential power will
be."

After only two days of discussion, spread over two
weeks, the Supreme Soviet voted 347-24 with 43 abstentions to approve creation in principle of a
national presidency with a five-year term, to replace
the government post now held by Gorbachev, whose
formal title is Supreme Soviet chairman.

chief not to be chosen. The presidency would give
Gorbachev a new and stable power base at a tune
when his 20 million-member party's popularity and
prestige are waning and it pursues the declared aim
of following East Europe's Communist parties in renouncing its legally guaranteed right to govern and
compete in a multiparty system.

The bill was remanded to committees to consider
the dozens of amendments offered by deputies durProgressive lawmakers strongly objected to concentrating so much power in one leader's hands and
ing debate.
Subject to final approval by the legislature's par- what they called Gorbachev's undue haste in pressing the issue on the Supreme Soviet. But other legisent body, the Congress of People's Deputies, the
Eresident will be granted powers to veto laws, uni- lators said mounting economic, social and ethnic
woes prove the need for a strong leader.
iterally declare states of emergency, and name the
prime minister, according to a copy of the bill shown
"We are tired of social tension. When are you going
to Western reporters.
Gorbachev, who chaired the legislature's proceed- to put the country in order?" lawmaker Rano Ubaiings, emphasized he has not yet been elected presidullaeva of Uzbekistan said her constituents were
dent and said he has even considered refusing the of- demanding. "We need a person who can have real
power... the quicker the better."
fice, but few expect the 58-year-old Communist Party

Nicaraguan transition begins
Ortega demands end to Contras

Bush pledges to assist former foe

by Candlce Hughes
Associated Press writer

by Terence Hunt

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — President Daniel Ortega demanded the immediate disbanding of U.S.-backed Contra rebels and set tough conditions
Tuesday for a peaceful transfer of power to the coalition that won the elections.
' 'A change of government does not mean the end of the revolution,'' he told
thousands of cheering supporters after a meeting of Sandinista party
leaders.
Ortega said the party would relinquish power because of the election loss
Sunday, but would defend the gains of the revolution.
"The Sandinista National Liberation Front demands the immediate demobilization and disarming of the Contras so there can be a peaceful transition," he read from a statement by the party leadership.
□ See Cnamorro, page 7.

WASHINGTON — The Bush administration, savoring the defeat of leftist
President Daniel Ortega, promised Tuesday to lift sanctions soon against
Nicaragua and assemble 'significant and meaningful" aid to rebuild its
shattered economy.
President Bush met at the White House with congressional leaders including Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., who said post-Ortega assistance probably would
cost hundreds of millions of dollars over five years.
Nunn suggested creating an "emerging democracy account" of foreign
aid for countries such as Nicaragua, Panama and the fledgling democracies
in Eastern Europe.
The White House said it liked the idea if it meant the administration would
have more flexibility in the way the United States dispenses foreign aid.
D See Bun, page 7.

Associated Press writer
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Let Managua be
its own director
•L he people of Nicaragua have found the courage to stand up and say no to the oppressive Sandinlstan government and the United States supports
them.
But the United States cannot claim responsibilty
for their courage.
Beginning in 1981, former President Ronald Reagan assisted the rebel Contras to help overthrow
the Sandinistas and their soon-to-be leader Daniel
Ortega.
Nearly a decade later, it would be easy for U.S.
leaders to take credit tor Sunday's upset of the
Marxist government — for what they would like the
public to oelieve they had planned all along.
Ortega's surrender of power to Violeta Chamorro
was one of the most notable events in the history of
democracy. But the political about-face is not a
verification that the U.S. plan worked.
Perhaps indirectly our country can claim to be
the incentive for the people's stand against the
Sandinistas. America is a symbol of democracy
and as the home of the free and the brave, it is a
model for many countries undergoing governmental transition.
However, the resurrection of democracy is part
of a reverse domino theory where totalitarian countries throughout the world are falling and liberal,
Westernized governments are rising in place.
Romania, Hungary, East Germany, and Czechoslovakia all seem to be heading in a similiar direction during an international political trend where
democracy is breaking out all over the place.
Since past U.S. involvement in Central America
cannot be attributed to Sunday's victory for the
people, Washington officials should be sensible
enough to refrain from any further meddling in Nicaraguan affairs.
Chamorro pledges her support to Western-style
representative government and promises to end
contra war, abolish compulsory military service,
and allow peasants to retain property rights.
Plagued by a 1,700 percent inflation rate last
year, Chamorro has a major responsibility ahead
of her in attempting to rebuild her country's desolate economy. But, for the United States, it is time
to leave these people alone and let them work to accomplish what they voted for.
Trying to overcompensate now, will not let the
Nicaraguan people learn to stand on their own —
which they must to survive in a democracy.
As Corazon Aquino did for the Philippines, Chamorro seems to be capable of doing for Nicaragua.
Her election has brought hope to Nicaraguans and
she has become a symbol of future wealth for that
nation.
On their path to democracy, Chamorro is a light
for her people — one which U.S. officials should not
try to overshadow.
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Death penalty is not justice
Suffer the little children... for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven
The news of last week's murder of 10-year-old Steve Bankey
rippled with disbelief through
Northwest Ohio. Perhaps, it was
conjectured, the boy endured an
ordeal of madness before he met
death, but this does not seem to
be the case. As in most murders,
the victim knew his killers.
So last week Steve Bankey
was inflated through his 15
minutes of fame into a preadolescent drunk and deliquent,
which did not have anything to
do with justifying why, on the
threshold of his young life, he
had to take a .22 caliber bullet
into his brain.
The sick carnival continued
with the lethargically enthused
press. Pictures of tne alleged
murderers waiting for arraingment were splashed on front
fages. The complacency of
9-year-old Tassick Zimmer and
30-year-old Dale Ferguson was
apparent as they gazed from the
grainy reproduction of their
images. For all intents and purposes they could have been at a
party, working their way
through a 12-pack of beer.
Remorsefuuness was not evident. And I do believe this put
people off. Shadowy sketches
emerged about the pair. Therr
was talk about Ferguson's alcoholic tendencies which hampered his efforts to hold a steady

LAGA joins BSU to
condemn racist acts
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
joins the Black Student Union in
our concern and condemnation
of racist and neterosexist acts.
We support any and all University efforts to find and discipline
those who would perpetrate
heterosexist and racist acts. We
also support the proposed cultural variety course in the undergraduate curriculum. Yet,
we are worried. Everyone is
busy trying to figure out who the
real culprits are, what the motivations were, how these things
happened, and who was quoted.
We will scuffle about in uncertainty for awhile, and point our
fingers everywhere but inward.
Once all of these embers have
been burned down, however, all
is said and done, and all of the
stands have been taken, what

Green Harvest

job. There was talk about Zimmer's crushed leg, which caused
him to walk with a furious jag.
A neighbor, it was reported,
tried to lead Zimmer from his"sinful ways" by taking him to

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist
church, but this failed to erase
his bitterness about his leg or his
temper or his drinking bouts
with Ferguson. The pair seemed
to be in the dead letter office of
America, drop-outs and indolents.
But in the coverage of the
pair, no one in the press wanted
to turn over a rock and let the
cockroaches scurry into day
light. Little is told about where
they came from, about their relationships with their parents or
about what would cause them to
induce a 10-year-old boy into
friendship, into a drinking bud-

will really have changed? We
implore each person reading
this to examine themselves. Racism isn't just tearing down displays or setting fires. Heterosexlsm isn't behind us just because
"some of our best friends are
gay." We fear the unknown, and
society pays the price for our ignorance.
Take the time to go to a BSU,
LAGA or Women for Women
meeting. You do not need to be
African-American, gay, bisexual, or a woman to go and learn.
Nothing will go away unless we
work to make it go away. The
time has come to look at ourselves, not to judge or be judged,
but to recognize, understand,
leam and hopefully grow.
Michaels. Albert
Department of Psychology
and members
of the BGSU Lesbian and Gay
Alliance

dy and then turn around and alledgely blast him away as if he
was irrelevant.
And so like the suspected
murderers, the press turned to
an easy target.
Ten-year-old Steve Bankey,
who lived in a trailerpark on the
edges of Bowling Green. Ghoulishly, a family's sorrow flickered
on television screens and sweeps
week couldn't have come at a
better time.
I confess my mind too tried to
find an easy answer to the senselessness of it all. "No wonder
he got himself killed ... drinking
at mat age... no good could have
come from it." But his drinking,
albeit unfitting a boy of his age,
had nothing to do with justifying
or explaining his murder. And
because there was no easy,
digestible answer offered by the
police in its investigation, the
thrust of the explanation shifted
on to Steve Bankey.
So on his young shoulders the
press tried to place the burden of
provoking a murder. Instead of
finding out why Ferguson, a
30-year-old, sat on his ass all day
drinking beer, was compensated
by welfare and found a peer in
some one a generation younger
than himself. Or why the two
men would betray the trust of a
child with a rifle shot and then
step out for a beer and a taco before deciding to call the police.
As if that was the right thing to
do.

The more one looks at life, the
more one realizes some answers
to life are harder and harder to
reconcile to a sense of balance.
In one hand there is Steve Banwho had a promise and a
"1. In the other, are
and Ferguson, who sat
around and let life flow by them,
much like they are doing now in
Wood County Jail.

USG finances stable

I simply don't understand his
charges of fiscal mismanagement and as the treasurer, I can
say that they are absolutely unfounded.
Ryan GarUU
310 Phi Kappa Psi

To the Editor:
As treasurer of the Undergraduate Student Government, I
want to say that Craig Taliaferro's statement that USG is fiscally irresponsible is ludicrous.
The fact is that when the school
year began, USG had a $5,000
plus deficit. We are happy to say
that it will be paid off entirely
this academic year. If that is not
being responsible, I don't know
what is.
Craig's plan to reduce USG
spending to $2,000 is insane because the fixed costs of the
fovernment by far exceed that.
urther, be says that USG purchased a new $150 phone when in
fact, USG got rid of a phone in
one of the cabinet offices to cut
down on expenses. I could go on
with his bogus line items, but the
point is made.

Maybe we will never know
what happened in that apartment. Or why it happened. But
Steve Bankey will not grow up
now. He will be a boy forever.
Perhaps that is why Zimmer
and Ferguson make me understand why the death penalty
exists.
But I don't know if they will be
able to fathom their actions even
if their heads are shaved and
lathered with conductive gel and
their frames are strapped to the
solid oak of an electric chair.
Will they even stop to remember
their alleged discussion where
they decided to shoot an unconscious schoolboy? And will they
feel any remorse, any pity, anything at all, before the burning electricity causes them to dance
spastically into an endless
sleep?
Justice, will not be served, not
for Steve Bankey, no matter the
price.
Chuck Travis is a columnist
for The News.

Correction
In a Feb. 21 BG News article about staffing concerns, part-time instructor
Marjory Kinney was incorrectly identified as
Marjorie McKlnney. The
News regrets any confusion caused.

■ by Vlllamor M. Cruz
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Cholesterol tests needed
Health Fair on March 1,10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union.

by Lort Miller
staff writer

High cholesterol levels are not
a primary concern for many University students, but one campus health specialist believes
there is a need for concern.
"Many students think they
can't be at risk because of their
age ... but cholesterol builds up
very slowly in the arteries and
it's something that needs to be
paid attention to while (a person
is) young," said Fay Morgan,
health educator for Student
Health Services.
"A typical college student's
diet is nigh in saturated fats
(such as meat, butter and
cheese) which are known to contribute to elevated cholesterol
levels." she said.
Students will have the opportunity to have their cholesterol
levels checked at the University

full screening to determine the
individual amounts of HDL and
LDL she said.
"If the lipid profile shows a

"Some people are afraid of the
needle-prick and the idea of a heart attack
or a stroke (to them) is a problem for the
distant future."
-Fay Morgan, Health Educator for Student
Health Services
The first test shows the total
cholesterol level including the
High Density Lipoprotein and
the Low Density Lipoprotein,
Morgan said.
If a student's level of
cholesterol is more than the
average of 200, they are advised
to have a lipid profile which is a

high (amount) of HDL, students
(are told) to follow a modified
diet and exercise program for
six months and then are retested," Morgan said.
The FitweLT Program, located
in the Student Recreation
Center, offers cholesterol testing and the lipic profile, said
Karen Pyle, graduate assistant

Trespassing rat
slain in University
Hall after search

involved with the Fitwell Program.
Judy Miller, a nurse at the
Student Health Center, said students can bring their cholesterol
levels down on their own by
watching what they eat and
exercising.
"People who watch their diets
and (participate in) aerobic
exercise can decrease their
cholesterol level," Miller said.
Common excuses for students
failing to have their cholesterol
levels checked are nervousness
and feelings of immunity.
"A lot of students don't think
they have to worry about it or
don't know (the tests are available)," Pyle said.

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

A trespasser on the third
floor of University Hall was
captured and killed this week.
When the building was quiet,
the perpetrator — a female —
pillaged desk? and defecated
on floors while stalking for
food.
"It's an unfortunate incident, but these things do happen, a campus official said.
The intruder was a rat.
Dave Crandall, pest controller and safety inspector,
said this was probably the
only rat in the building and is
not considered a great threat.
"A single rodent running
around a building doesn't
present a big health hazard,"
he said.
Custodians and faculty
members said evidence of rodent rampaging became evident after the Holidays. Excavation beside University
Hall for maintenance construction may have stirred
the nocturnal creature, they
suggested.

"Some people are afraid of the
needle-prick and the idea of a
heart attack or a stroke (to
them) is a problem for the distant future, Morgan said.

Raffle
offering
free
tuition
Honors Program, Honors Student Association sponsor drawing
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

Free tuition appeals to all students and the honors programs are
offering just that to one student holding the lucky number.
The Honors Student Association and the University Honors Program are sponsoring a raffle paying a cash amount equal to tuition
for one semester as an in-state undergraduate student.
Any student registered for at least one credit hour this semester is
eligible for the raffle, including graduate students. The prizes include a semester's tuition of $1,322 and three book scholarships
worth $50 each.
Susan Darrow, associate director of the Honors Program, said the
prize money may be obtained in cash, which makes it possible for
seniors and students who already have scholarships to enter.
"It goes into your bursar account, but you can apply for a refund,"
Darrow said.
Students can obtain raffle tickets from HSA and Honors Program
members, the Honors Office, or in the University Union lobby March
5 to March 13. The cost is $1 per ticket, or $5 for six tickets.

The drawing will be March 29, at the Falcon's Nest at 1 p.m., but
winners do not have to be present.
The money earned by the raffle is used to pay the costs and the
remaining funds are donated to the J. Robert Bashore Scholarship
Fund, Darrow said.
"None of this money goes to the Honors Program or HSA," she
said. "It all goes to students."
The scholarship is awarded in the fall to Honors Program students
or HSA members with a grade point average of 3.5 or better.
Darrow said the scholarship amount differs each year, depending
on how much money is earned for the raffle. Contributions are also
made from alumni and faculty.
Robert Bashore, professor emeritus of English, was the first Honors Program director, and the scholarship was named after him
when he retired in 1981, Darrow said.
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"If I don't get cooperation
from people in cleaning up
their general environment,1
then things don't work well,'
he said.
Environmental Services
contracted an outside consultant when efforts to apprehend the rat did not seem to
be working. Crandall said he
wanted get a second opinion
to confirm his recom-.
mendations.
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Crandall said the rat
caused residents of University Hall to realize the importance of sanitation and should
be credited for cleaning up
their areas.
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Rats are always in search
of food and safety, and will
remain in one area as long as
these conditions are met.
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Food in offices and classrooms, messy offices, doorsweeps in disrepair, screenless windows, and the excavation are factors that may
have allowed rat entry, Crandall said.
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• Over 80 imported Beers. •

|PollyeyeS «A Gathering Place"
352-963
440 E. Court
Breakfast At Polly eyes!
Starting Feb. 12th from 6 - 10:30 a.m. - served dally
Special Buffet on Sat. and Sun. mornings

This Week: School Boy Crush
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

FREE COFFEE W / Any order
Our menu features: muffins, doughnuts,

Call Us
211 West Hall

Danish pastry, croissants, quiche,

and strudel (all baked fresh daily.)
Also featuring: Bran cereals, Yoplait
yogurt, fruit, just-squeezed juices,
and much, much, more!

372-7418

Soups • Salads • Pizza • Nachos
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

3rd floor Union
2-2343

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Campus Films
Thurs. March 1st
Dracula
9pm 210 MSC
. -FREESTEVE,
MARDI GRAS Fri & Sat March 2&3|
Stop by the UAO
The Abyss
office located on
WAS GREAT!
7:30
& 10pm
the 3rd floor of CONGRATS! ON
Weekend At
the Union.
A JOB WELL
Bernie's
DONE!!!
12:30am
|Applications due on
210 MSC $1.50

DIRECTOR
I APPLICATIONS
NOW
AVAILABLE!

March 8th and
interviews will be
held on March 10.

Only 16 more
days until
Spring Break!

mm
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Homeless joined by BG
students in Washington
by Emily Schroeder
slat) writer
Sleeping on the streets of Washington, D.C. for
four nights was not so bad for University student
Cori Halas — because she knew she was going to
return to a soft bed soon.
In the nation's capital last week to participate in
a protest for the homeless, Halas said her reason
for going to Washington was purely selfish.
"Before going, I was completely ignorant of the
seriousness of the problem — I simply wanted to
find out more about it," she said.
Halas was joined by two other University students, Mike Durham and Shannon Frystak, in the
campaign for low-income housing.
The group slept on the street, marched in rallies,
and spoke to congressmen in support of the Mickey
Leland Housing Act — a bill intended to restore a
1981 $25 billion cut from the federal housing budget.
Bill Thompson, of United Christian Fellowship,
organized the trip in coordination with other Ohio
students traveling to Washington to show their
support of the Mickey Leland Act.
From Christmas Day to Easter Day, each state
will send representatives to speak to congressmen
about the need for low-income housing, Thompson
said. As of last week, Ohio has sent the most representatives.
Thompson teaches a 300-level Ethnic Studies
course at the University and has included a weeklong trip to Washington in his course to expose his
students to the poverty and racism of this country.
"The trip was never really intended to deal exclusively with the homeless problem, but the recent marches and rallies made me think that this
year we should focus on this problem," Thompson
said.
To experience the life of a homeless person,
Thompson and the three students ate in soup
kitchens and shelters and Halas even dressed the
part, wearing the same pair of jeans and sweatshirt throughout the week.
She found being homeless to be more degrading
than most people imagine and related this feeling
to an experience she had while washing her face in
a restroom of the Capitol Building.

'Four middle-class women walked in and looked
at me with disgust. I couldn't understand why until
I looked again at my reflection in the mirror," she
said. "My face and clothes were dirty, my hair
was messed and I realized that, to them, I really
looked like a homeless person."
Many people associate the homeless with drug
and alcohol abuse, Halas said, but she did not see
much use of either during her week on the streets.
Thompson said much of the drug and alcohol
abuse is not the fault of homeless people, but a result of living on the streets.
"People on the streets have a lot of pain and suffering and in order to suppress their pain they resort to alcohol or drugs." Thompson said. "For
them, it makes life more bearable/'
Another misconception about homeless people is
that they have no income.
"An entire floor of the three-story, block long
shelter where we spent most of our time was full of
homeless men who held jobs," Thompson said.
"It's inconceivable to think that a person holding a
job paying minimum wage can support a family
and pay rent."
Thompson and Halas have doubts whether the
Mickey Leland Act will pass when it is considered
by Congress in April.
"A few of the congressmen we spoke to were interested in what we nad to say and concerned with
the problem, but they have serious doubts the
money used for any projects will be used wisely
and not wasted," Thompson said.
In spite of this, Halas has no regrets about her
experience in Washington.
'"The most valuable thing I learned while in
Washington I learned from a nomeless man named
Milton, Halas said. "He said, 'It's not money,
cars or fancy clothing that makes you special, it's
the quality of life ana knowing that you are loved
by others/"
As the community service chairwoman of Alpha
Xi Delta sorority, Halas encouraged her sorority
to support and publicize the homeless problem
throughout campus while she was gone.
Alpha Xi Delta distributed letters about the
Mickey Leland Act and sponsored a representative
of the Wood County Human Services to speak
about the growing area problem of homeless people.

American Red Cross

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Strut for your copy today/
Free Catalog
Box 37000
VKulmiiian DC 20013-7000

BCSL Theatre Frc»cm»
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Boycott
of grapes
explained
Jose Martinez dropped
dead in the field despite an
armor of "protection"
from the chemical-coated
field of grapes he worked
in.
He was another victim of
grape growers exploiting
their workers, said Sister
Jean Schlickin. Tuesday
night in West Hall she attempted to explain why
California table grapes are
being boycotted across the
nation.
A boycott of California
table grapes is a strategic
way of forcing grape
growers, and other farmers, to stop using dangerous pesticides and recognize the rights of workers.
The national boycott led
by the United Farm
Workers is not asking people to boycott raisins or
wine, but instead to focus
attention on table grapes.

Mercury
□ Continued from page 1.
"It was enough to be reportable and as a hazardous substance it has to be called in,"
said Ivan Denbesten. chemistry
professor responsible for the
lab. "I'm not the slightest bit
worried about it — it just has to
be cleaned up."
Workers gutting the building
were removing old plumbing
and found three to four tablespoons of mercury had accumulated in the traps of the
drains under the sinks, Denbesten said.
Chemistry professor William

Shakespeare •» February

22. 23. 24-and March l. 2. 3. 1990 at

O

8 p.m. f* Eva Marie Saini Theatre »»
Ticket!! Adult* S6. Students & Senior
Citizens S4 !»• Fur Reservations call
}-2-2_19.»

Greenbriar Inc.

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments Si Houses

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

10 visits
•17.95
Hair Unlimited
Location Only

*EK

Good thru 3/3
with this ad
143 W. Wooster

*EK

4> E K

*E K

Proudly Presents Our
Spring Associates

Jeff Businger

Shane Hunter

Steve Cermak

Jim Levon

dle the problem.
Meanwhile, professors said
University officials have given
no indication as to when classes
will resume in the building.
Geology professor Jane Forsyth was one of 12 faculty members whose classes were displaced to the Psychology Building and Prout Chapel.
"It's an inconvenience," Forsyth said. "Kids are trying take
notes while sitting on church
benches and I can't show
slides."

Q Continued from page 1.
"We use this as a channel to
teach young people," he said.
"Our faith in Christ has made a
difference in our lives, and we
want to make a difference in
theirs."
Williams also spoke to the
crowd about his personal religious beliefs.
"We all have choices to
make," he said. "I want to share
with you life with Jesus Christ
because that's the best choice I
have made. No education is
complete until you have a
knowledge of Jesus Christ."
In the physical competition.
Bowling Green prevailed in the
overall point total despite the
actions of the players, which included sitting on the athletes in
the sit-up competition, moving
markers in the relay race and
going into the stands during the
football event.
Bowling Green won the overall competition during the basketball event as a last second
shot by White, which would have
won it for the Pro Challenge
team, hit the rim and bounced
off.
According to Babione, the outcome was not the important
part.
"We're happy just to hold the
event and if it has a positive influence on a couple of students,
then we've done good," he said.

RESPECT COMES WITH
THE TERRITORY

Andy Marks

> Marty Collins
Chad Delbecq

Donn Prokopius

Kevin Grady

Bryce Rohrs
■ Sean Sull

Brian Hicks

President of Associate Class
* * IFMDC Representatives

Hours:
M-F
9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-lp.m.

Daily 9 - 8 p.m.
Closed Sunday

<t»EK

We will be leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin. 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• 334 N. Main St. Theta Chi House; 3 Bedroom
• Campbell Hill Apartments-2 & 3 Bedrooms

*EK

University officials have
called in a New Jersey-based
environmental company to han-

10th Anniversary
Special

4:30-9:30PM
524 E. Wooster
354- 7050
Toppings extra. One coupon
per customer. Not
redeemable for cash.
Expires 2/28/90
*EK

In science laboratories,
Scovell said mercury is most
often used in vacuum experiments and to measure pressure
differences, "but usually it's enclosed, so there is no danger."

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Bring in this coupon and
purchase any junior,
small, medium or large
yogurt and receive the
next smaller size free.
FREE DELIVERY
William

Scovell said the mercury is not
dangerous unless vaporized.
"The real danger is if people
breathe the vapors," Scovell explained. "In the air and in the
lungs, it is dangerous."

Challenge

2 FOR 1

By

BG News/Greg Hoivath
Sister Jean Schlickin speaks out on the deadly use of pesticides sprayed
on grapes and how it affects the farmworkers.

Respect and prestige come naturally to people who
serve as officers in the Army Nurse Corps.
You'll be part of a very special health care team,
and your duties could range from serving in a hightech military hospital to serving in a field hospital or
a MASH unit in the United States or overseas.
If this sounds interesting, contact an Army Nurse
Recruiter.
352 - 7541
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ARMY NURSE CORPS. HAU YOU CAN BE.
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NATIONAL
U.S. durable goods sales plunge

Inmate drug treatment approved

Osmond, Aldrin receive award

WASHINGTON (AP) - Orders to U.S. factories for durable goods
plunged 10.5 percent in January, the biggest drop in 32 years of recordkeeping, the government said Tuesday in a report that raised
new concerns about widespread weakness in American manufacturing.
While most private analysts maintained the country will avoid a
recession, some were not as sure, expressing fears that further
weakness in manufacturing could lead to more job layoffs, sagging
consumer confidence and cutbacks in consumer spending, which accounts for two-thirds of all economic activity.
And with the fresh signs of slow growth in the first quarter, analysts are looking for today's Commerce Department report on the
Sross national product to show the extent of economic stagnation in
te last three months of 1989.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Prison officials can force inmates to take
powerful anti-psychotic drugs without a judge's consent, the Supreme Court ruled Tuesday.
Voting 6-3 in a case from Washington state, the justices said
prisoners' rights are safeguarded as long as staff psychiatrists say
the drugs will help, and not merely pacify, them.
"An inmate's interests are adequately protected and perhaps better served by allowing the decision to medicate to be made by medical professionals rather than a judge," Justice Anthony Kennedy
wrote for the court.
Kennedy said the state may "treat a prison inmate who has serious mental illness with anti-psychotic drugs against his will if the
inmate is dangerous to himself or others and the treatment is in the
inmate's medical interest."
But the dissenters said the ruling means prison officials seeking to
maintain order may force inmates to take dangerous, even life-threatening, drugs with little regard for the prisoners' well-being.
One dissenter, Justice John Paul Stevens, said an administrative
hearing is not enough to protect inmates.
The court mistakenly "has concluded that a mock trial before an
institutionally biased tribunal constitutes due process of law," he
said. "A competent individual's right to refuse psychotropic medication is an aspect of liberty requiring the highest order of (constitutional) protection."
Justices William Brennan and Thurgood Marshall also dissented.

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Pop singer Donny Osmond and Apollo
astronaut Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin will have their autographs set in
bronze on a sidewalk near Disneyland.
They are being inducted into the Orange County "Walk of Stars"
next month, joining Steve Martin, Gale Storm, Ruby Keeler, Buddy
Ebsen, Tommy Lasorda and other celebrities. The walk was established three years ago at the entrance to the Anaheim Hilton and
Towers, hotel General Manager Glenn Hale said Monday.
"Both of the inductees have been an integral part of American culture for over 25 years," Hale said.
"Music historians are already calling Osmond's 1989 success the
comeback of the decade. And Aldrin, a moving force behind America's role in space exploration, now lectures throughout the world."

In its first estimate of the fourth quarter GNP last month, the department said economic activity slowed to a 0.5 percent growth rate
from 3 percent in the third. Some economists believe the OctoberDecember growth will be revised downward based on information
that has become available since the initial estimate was made.
"I wouldn't rule out a negative (growth), but I think it's doubtful,"
said Allen Sinai, chief economist with the Boston Co. "But even if it
is a small negative or a small positive, it would be the same. The
economy ground to a halt in the fourth quarter."

STATE / LOCAL

Aldrin was the second man to step foot on the moon, after Neil
Armstrong, during the July. 1969, Apollo 11 mission.
The plaques will be unveiled March 21.

Gorky Park to play Farm Aid IV
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Soviet heavy metal band Gorky
Parkhas been signed for Farm Aid IV at the Hoosier Dome on April
7, and has singer John Cougar Mellencamp to thank for its appearance.
Mellencamp invited Gorky Park to play in what will be its biggest
American gig yet. Lead guitarist Alexei Belov said the concert is
"the most exciting thing (that) ever happened for us in the United
States."
"I think we live in a great time. We were first to come with rock 'n'
roll to your country," he said during an appearance at an Indianapolis music store Monday.

EPA testing lOO Summit Co. wells

Toledo police to hire new cadets

CLEVELAND (AP) — State environmental officials began testing
100 drinking water wells Tuesday in southern Summit County to try
to identify health risks and the source of cancer-causing chemicals
contaminating the water.
"We're trying to advise people if there are health threats, home by
home," Richard Shank, director of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, said in an interview before meeting local officials in
Manchester.
Some homeowners along four streets just south of Portage Lakes
State Park in Northeast Ohio have been warned not to drink well
water, and several have been warned against even bathing with it
because of fumes, Shank said.
Shank said initial samples taken door-to-door had indicated unhealthy levels of contamination, including benzene and other cancercausing chemicals.
"It's just spotty, it's here and there," he said.
The initial sample was expanded to 100 homes in the area because
' 'we always try to go further than we think it may have spread so we
can delineate now far it has gone," Shank said.

TOLEDO (AP) — After months of delays over minority recruiting,
the city hopes to hire a new class of police cadets by the end of the
year, city officials said Tuesday.
"There's no question that drug-related crime is increasing and we
need more officers out on the streets," Vice Mayor Carty Finkbeiner
said at a news conference.
Finkbeiner was one of several city officials, including Mayor John
McHugh, who attended a news conference to announce that the city
wouldhire 74 people for the new class, which will begin training Oct.
1.
The police department's authorized strength of 775 has dropped to
about 700 because of retirements and because a new class hasn't hit
the street since last February.
Finkbeiner, a leader of an anti-drug group, Crackdown Inc., and
other community leaders said the department does not have enough
officers to fight Toledo's drug problem.
Delays in hiring a new class have been caused by several problems, including minority recruiting. The police and fire divisions
have been under federal court order since 1974 to maintain a force
that is at least 17 percent black and 3 percent Hispanic.

"It was our point of view, and she agreed" to stop using her picture in future print and TV ads, said Leo Greenland, chairman of
Smith-Greenland.

Shank said the EPA hadn't identified the source of the contamination but was focusing on a natural-gas pipeline operated by East
Ohio Gas Co. as well as a BP Oil Co. pipeline carrying gasoline and
diesel from refineries in Toledo and Lima to a Magodore terminal.

Since then, Advocates for Basic Legal Equality Inc. has been
working with the city to ensure that the process of selecting fire and
police recruits is fair.

But though she'll no longer appear in the picture, "she is president
of the corporation and her presence is there — definitely," Greenland said.

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. Management
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Spring Break Backpacking Trip |
Shenandoah Mountains

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
• Thurstin Manor

• Campus Manor

• Rockledge Manor

451 Thurstin Ave.

505 dough St.

840/850 Sixth St.

• 602 Second St.
• 605 Second St.

• 625 Third St.

• 701 Fourth St.

• 245 N. Prospect

• 615 Second St.
•313-317 N. Main St.

• 618 Seventh St.

CALL US TODAY
352-9302

M-F 8-5
Sat. 10-1 p.m.

Helmsley removes selt trom ads
NEW YORK (AP) — Leona Helmsley is abdicating her three-year
reign in advertising as the picky^picky, tiara-wearing hotel queen.
A new advertising campaign in April for the New York Helmsley
hotels will no longer feature Helmsley, recently convicted of federal
tax fraud.
The ad company that crowned her, Taylor-Gordon, Aarons & Co.,
quit in August after she demanded that it slash its commissions by 60
percent. Last week, Smith-Greenland Inc. won the $3 million to $5
million Helmsley account against 35 competing agencies.

FUN FOOD, FfJN TIMES,
• FOR FUN PEOPLE
104 8. MAIN
353 0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

&

Appalachian Trail
in Virginia
Cost-$135 includes:
transportation, food, backpacking,
and camping equipment

WEDNESDAY IS BLUES ME
Featuring: Art & Roman Griswald
& The Organics
"Chicago Blues"

Sign up in the UAO Office or call 2-8343
505 Ctough B-15

J. STOUFFER and ASSOCIATES,
A family of fine restaurants located
in Port Clinton, Ohio's north shore
area, will be recruiting for summer
employment opportunities at the
BGSU Summer Job Fair. All positions
available, some with housing. Offering many benefits. Please stop by
our booth Tuesday, March 6 10:30
a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
are now renting

apartments that feature
#9-month and 12-month leases
• One and two bedroom apartments
•Heat, water, cooking and sewer included

• Ceniral air
• No pets please

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

(419) 352-0164

&

Campus
Pollyeyes

Live Lnlcrl.iiiinn'iil

'A Gathering Place"
4-4-0 E. Court

1352-9638 or 354-0056

• Spaghetti with Garlic Bread Only S1.2S,
Salad 75t Extra 5-9 pm.
0 We Gladly Accept Visa, Master Card, &
Persona] Checks.
0 Bread Baked Fresh Daily
0 Please Tip Your Delivery Person
0 Tickets For The Ummerkk Rakes Band
on Sale Now For March 14th.

NEW HOURS
Sun.-wed.
Il:00 A.M.-2:0O A.I
Thurs..Frl..Sal.
U:00 A.M.-3:00 A.]
* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *
IRELAND
Ouinn«ii Sloul
UbaraBhu
CANADA
Moouhud
GERMANY
-WanMnaf
ENGLAND
Woodp«ck«r Ctdar
• Bus PtW Ato

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES

•4gfy
eenhouse

(|rcftluuruiil

Belov lauded the loosening of borders in the Eastern bloc.
"We were locked for so many years," he said. "And I always
dreamed of a day when there would be no borders between countries.

s

8.80

Uke Erie's Centennial Hotel

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A ' 12.80 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 3/31/90

8

3.50

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item

Extra Items '.70
A '5.2QValue

8

7.00

Any Large
14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke

Extra Items'1.20
A '10 00 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA

POLLYEYES PIZZA

coupon expires 3/31/90

coupon expires 3/31/90
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Sobriety stations on hold Bad manners criticized
'Citizen army' trying to teach New Yorkers politeness

Supreme Court to determine fate of highway checkpoints
by John Chalfant
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Sobriety checkpoints conducted
by the State Highway Patrol to discourage drunken driving are on hold pending the outcome of a
Michigan case argued before the U.S. Supreme
Court on Tuesday, the Ohio Department of Highway Safety said.
Spokesman Leo Skinner said troopers have not
operated such checkpoints since October when
motorists were stopped along an Athens County
highway.
"That was our last. We are waiting at this point
to get the results of the Supreme Court hearing,
but I'm not sure how long that might take. It may
be awhile before we do any more,'* Skinner said in
an interview.
Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze Jr. joined
colleagues in 26 other states in filing a brief with
the U.S. Supreme Court in support of sobriety
checkpoints, which Michigan state police first
used in 1986.
The states argued they were fighting the problem of alcohol-related traffic accidents in which
more than 20,000 people are killed annually.

"This war can only be won through a combination of arrest, deterrence and education," the brief
said. "The (27) states have determined that DUI
roadblocks serve these functions with a minimal
but necessary inconvenience to our motorists. We
urge this court to agree."
The states contend the roadblocks are not unconstitutional, but an attorney for a group of Michigan motorists told the Supreme Court on Tuesday
the stops violate privacy and do not work.
Lower courts have split on the issue. The Supreme Court's decision is expected by July.
Patrol spokesman Lt. David Peters said
troopers checked 2,481 vehicles during checkpoints
near Warren, Lebanon, Medina, Heath, and Athens last year. Of that number, 130 were diverted
for a follow-up check when there were indications
of possible alcohol consumption.
"They were in the range from consuming a minimal amount up to an amount that would make
them impaired or illegal to operate," Peters said.
He said 16 citations were issued for driving
under the influence. In addition, citations were issued for other violations, such as not having an
operator's license or driving under license suspension.

NEW YORK - Surly cabbies, sharp-elbowed
bus riders and kamikaze bike messengers are
being enlisted in a campaign to make New Yorkers mind their manners.
"There is no reason for us to accept the
breakdown in this city," Herbert Rickman declared Tuesday in announcing formation of
New York Pride and an advertising campaign
to crack down on bad manners.
He described the foundation as a citizen army
whose objective is "to make New York livable
once again."
One element of the breakdown, Rickman
said, is pervasive nastiness that threatens the
city's No. 1 growth industry, tourism.
"When you look at exit surveys and people
are asked, 'Why don't you want to come back?'
one of the reasons is the rudeness and the
mean-spiritedness," said Rickman, a lawyer
who was former Mayor Edward Koch's special
assistant.
In addition to the unfriendly hacks, bus riders
and bicyclists, other examples of typical bigtown rudeness will be featured in television ads.

Associated Press writer

BEIJING — Chinese, American and Soviet mountaineers
plan to scale Mount Everest and
clean up some of the two tons of
discarded tents, oxygen bottles
and other garbage left by gener-
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ations of climbers on the world's
highest peak.
The expedition — a new kind
of superpower summitry — is
China's biggest joint cultural
undertaking with any foreign
country since June, when its violent crackdown on protesters
strained ties with many countries.
Jim Whittaker of Port Townsend, Wash., who organized
what he is calling the Everest
Peace Climb, triea to emphasize
the political implications at a
U.S. Embassy reception Tuesday on the eve of the team's
flight to Tibet.
Will the friendly climb affect
tense Chinese-American relations?
"We hope it will, we hope
there's peace," Whittaker answered quickly. "One Chinese,
one Soviet and one American

South
Padre Island
GuwvUMd lowM pftCM.

It's All Here
in
Black 8c White.

* 169 you drive
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will stand on the summit with
our arms around each other,
demonstrating that with cooperation, high goals can be
reached."
China has accused the United
States of seeking to undermine
its socialist system, and privately has labeled the Soviets
"revisionist" for political reforms that have weakened the
role of the Communist Party.
But U.S. Ambassador James
Lilley, to whom the question had
been directed, smiled uncomfortably and said, "I believe
it stands on its own: normal
people-to-people relations."
For several hours, Chinese,
American and Soviet officials
mingled at Lilley's residence
and heard speeches about
friendship and cooperation — a
scene that was common in Beijing before June, but has become

* 279 we drive
includes;

• 7 Nights Wand Lodging
• Welcome Party with refreshment*,
tntartainment and contests
^J FREE tailing union

For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

• Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournament
• On-lsland tour directors

UniGraohics

• Farewell Party - with all the best
■

• All resort taxes

rare since.
All three countries appeared
in agreement, however, on the
need to clean up Mount Everest.
The team of 17 Americans, 17
Chinese and 12 Soviets plans to
bring down as much as it can of
the estimated two tons of garbage left at camp sites on the
Himalayan peak on the NepalTibet border.
"We're going to take duffle
bags and load them up," said
Whittaker, 61. "In places we can
drop (the garbage), let it freefall, and then we'll pick it up at
the bottom, burn what will burn
and bury the rest.
"We want to leave no trace of
humans on the mountain."

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
If you have at least one
dependent child living with
you and your income is less
than $11,000 a year, you may
qualify for the Earned
Income Credit and receive
money back from the IRS.
Publication 596 can tell you
how. Call 1-800-424-FORM
(3676) or the IRS lax Forms
number in your phone book
to get a copy.
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211 Wast Hall

Optional ActMtlas:

• Gulf of Mexico Cruise with Dining.
Entertainment. Casino (must be
18) and Full Bar.

SPACE LIMITED!
BOOK NOWI
To sign up or for more
information, call:

NEW ORLEANS — Revelers thronged the French Quarter Tuesday for Mardi Gras, the bawdy, boozy blowout of parades, street
parties and carousing before the start of Lent.
Non-stop partying began over the weekend with the arrival of
thousands of visitors for the first of dozens of parades throughout
metropolitan New Orleans.
A parade club called Zulu and its painted coconut giveaways were
to lead 15 organizations planning to parade all day uptown and downtown. Comus, New Orleans' oldest krewe, or parade club, was to
bring up the rear.
Deputy Police Chief Arnesta Taylor said the crowd appeared bigger this year than the 24 other Carnival seasons he has seen. He said
more than 1 million locals and tourists were expected for the daylong partying.
Rex, the masked king of Carnival who leads one of Mardi Gras'
biggest and richest parades, kicked off celebrations Monday night,
sailing into the city on the Mississippi aboard the Eagle, a Coast
Guard tall ship.
Mayor Sidney Barthelemy welcomed Rex with the keys to the city
and read a proclamation ordering the suspension of laws and the
symbolic shutdown of the city until midnight Tuesday, when Lent
begins.
•'Remember, this is the pre-celebration. The key is to pace yourself," Barthelemy told the crowd on Canal Street, a backdrop for a
fireworks display over the Mississippi and a free concert by the Neville Brothers.
Mild temperatures and sunny skies helped loosen numerous "tourist participation" flesh shows along the narrow streets of the
French Quarter, where police officers* tolerance level rises markedly during Carnival.
On Bourbon Street, tourists gaped and locals shouted "Show
'em!" as partyers tossed plastic beads at a woman who bared her
breasts in a hotel window. A police officer at a corner lifted a
camera.

Close to Campus Convenience
834 Scott Hamilton

353-7968

* 2 bedroom, 1 story
* Private entrances, courtyard
* Washer/ dryer hookups

I-800-H1-PADRE
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by Mary Foster
Associated Press writer

GRADUATE STUDENTS:

MICHELLE DARBY

WSA

Mardi Gras ends
week of festivities

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

• Round trip motor coach available

WSA

But Mehta allowed that he was soon convinced because, for one thing, it would be nice to
get a smile from a cabbie.

"I'm a tourist," he told the disbelieving woman. "I just rented this
suit."

• Mexico shopping and night club
tripe (must be 18)

•

"When you come from Bombay, New York is
pristine," Mehta said. "And in Bombay, we talk
about Calcutta that way — if you've been to
Calcutta, Bombay is pristine."

As they are shown, the song "Try a Little
Tenderness" is played and a soothing voice

Everest cleanup planned
by Ksthy WUhelm

admonishes, "Come on New York, ease up.
Let's keep this the world's greatest city."
The foundation, 14 months in the planning,
will operate on a "bare bones" budget of about
$290,000 from donated office space, Rickman
said. Its ads, which will be shown in the New
York area, are being created gratis by a member agency. Radio and television time and print
space will be sought on a public-service basis.
Along with its civility campaign, the foundation plans to get 30.000 new trees planted around
town this year and produce a weekly radio talk
show beginning next month. Future projects include anti-litter and anti-graffiti campaigns in
every neighborhood of the city, said Ralph Destino, chairman of Cartier ana co-chairman of
New York Pride.
New York Philharmonic conductor Zubin
Mehta, one of the celebrities at the Rainbow
Room of Rockefeller Center to launch New
York Pride, said he told Rickman he was not
sure at first the effort was necessary.

by Rayner Pike
Associated Press writer
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SKI TRIP

328 S. Main

352-5620

Mi I MAIN • BGW11NG GREEN

WHAT: Annual Ski Trip
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WHEN: Sat. March 3, 7:00 am
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WHERE: Mt. Brighton, Ml.
SPONSEREDBY: World Student Association
Date Line-: Fri. March 2 by 1:00 pm
More Info: Contact Phil 372-3789 or Jang 372- 6225
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Stars receive harassment

A look at statistics that shape our lives

Videos we like to watch
the most
^^

by Sara Pearce
USAToday-CIN

Percentage citing'

Comedies

64%

Action/adventure

52%

Drama
Children's
programs
Classics

ff^

41%
22%

J 21%

1 — could chooaa mora than oo»
Source: The Roper Reports
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Sam Ward, Gannett News Service

Dance albums
lack 'newness'
by Kevin Johnson
USA Today-CIN

There's something very familiar about the "new" albums from
super soulster Bobby Brown ("Dance! ... Ya Know It!") and dance
diva Jody Watley ("You Wanna Dance With Me?").
Both albums are actually MCA compilations of the singers'
biggest hits, remixed, re-marketed, re-edited, re-arranged, resequenced and segued together to give a non-stop party effect.
In both cases, the albums seem a bit premature.
Brown and Watley, whose popularity is undeniable, still have only
two albums each under their belts. Also, both artists had to include
either old album cuts that weren't hits (Brown's "Seventeen" and
"Girl Next Door" from his first album) or possible future hits (Watley's "L.O.V.E.R." and "Whatcha' Gonna Do for Me" from her recent "Larger than Life").
As far as dance collections go, Watley comes out on top, though
she's not without her faults. Her remixed versions of alreadyremixed 12-inch releases are clearly over-edited, resulting in an
often choppy set.
Louis Silas Jr. and the other remixers obviously had a ball toying
with her songs, often coming off like kids who went wild with a mixing machine. They do a particularly good job of snatching vocals
from one Watley record and dropping them In on another record, as
well as repeatedly dubbing her voice.
The already hyped-up "Whatcha..." is even more explosive here
(this has got to be her next release), as are "Don't You Want Me"
and "Real Love." The subtle, Madonna-sounding "Most of All" is
jazzed up, and "Friends" still hiphops, though "Looking for a New
Love" is unnerving.

Pam Rahal's voice is her living, and sometimes that makes living
dangerous.
"Ihave a voice people fantasize about," Rahal said. "I don't look
like the voice, but they don't know that."
They don't know it because Rahal is on radio where her raspy
voice and throaty laugh sometimes sound more provocative than she
intends.
As part of Cincinnati's WKRQ-FM's "morning zoo" team, she
wakes up with strangers every morning.
"You don't know whose home you're in or what the circumstances
are," said Rahal. "Sometimes I attract people I don't want to attract. But being hassled comes with the territory.
"I've been in radio for 10 years and every year I deal with something strange."
This past year, it was a package of very graphic nude photographs
of a man, accompanied by a computer printout of a letter supposedly
written by the man's girlfriend.
It was followed, a few days later, by a telephone call from the man
apologizing for his "girlfriend." and that was it.

Chamorro

One-shot incidents such as the one above are easy to dismiss, Rahal said. What she finds most eerie is being followed by someone
from personal appearance to personal appearance.
"Toe first couple of times I am polite, but the third or fourth time,
you can tell they have more on their minds. Then, I get cold and
brusque. I usually ask one of the guys at work to watch me.
"I consider myself lucky because incidents like that are not frequent. If weird letters and men calling to proposition me are the
worst that it gets, I'm lucky."
More than 200,000 people in the United States are obsessed enough
with celebrities such as Rahal to harass or stalk them, according to
Park Dietz, a forensic psychiatrist from Newport Beach, Calif., who
just finished directing a five-year, $400,000 study of mental disorders, violent crimes and public figures for the National Institute of
Justice.
Dietz's team drew on 5,000 letters written to entertainers and politicians by people with delusions, and searched public records for the
last two centuries for examples of fixated fans.
Since 1968, there have been as many injurious attacks on public
figures by mentally disordered people who gave some sort of warning as there were in the preceding 175 years, Dietz said during a
December briefing in Washington, B.C.

Bush

a Continued from page 1.
It said the Sandinistas would
"defend the integrity and
professionalism of the army and
the police forces."
President-elect Violeta Barrios de Chamorro and her
United National Opposition alliance have promised to eliminate
the military draft and reduce
the size of the armed forces.
Control of the military and
police is considered the most
delicate issue in a power transfer. They are closely identified
with the Sandinista party and
the army is known as the Sandinista People's Army, not the
Nicaraguan army.
Rafael Solis, a military commander, said earlier Tuesday
the Sandinistas would not give
up control of the armed forces
and police unless the Contras
were disbanded.
Rank-and-file Sandinistas
held demonstrations and some
denounced the election results,
while grudgingly saying they
would accept the party's loss.
Others urged Ortega not to give
uppower.
Solis said of the Contras,
"They have to come back with-

out arms. This is a necessity in
Nicaragua. We need this in order to continue discussions
about our army."
He urged Chamorro's coalition to press for disbanding the
Contras, who have been fighting, particularly with the backing of the former Reagan administration, to overthrow the leftist
Sandinistas since 1981.

D Continued from page 1.

To the surprise of the administration, Ortega was defeated in
Sunday's presidential election by
opposition newspaper publisher
Violeta Chamorro, who was
backed by the United States.
The vote sets the stage for the
first democratic transfer of
power ever in Nicaragua, with
Chamorro taking office April 25
Chamorro took 55 percent of from Ortega's revolutionary
the vote to Ortega's 40, with re- government.
Bush summoned congressional
turns from 82 percent of the total
leaders to the White House to
precincts counted.
Commander Rafael Solis, a
top military officer, said during
a break in the Sandinista meeting that "if UNO decides to privatize the banking system it
could be an irresponsible act
that starts a war."
Solis said control of the military and police would have to be
negotiated, but he did not elaborate.
One of Chamorro's closest advisers, former Contra leader Alfredo Cesar, said Monday the
question of the armed forces
was the most crucial point of the
transition.

chart a new strategy for dealing
with a country viewed for a decade as a U.S. adversary.
"The president indicated that
there would be a dramatic and
swift change in policy," said Sen.
Alan Cranston, D-Calif., the assistant Democratic leader, after
meeting with Bush. "What we can
do in terms of aid depends upon
what Congress can find, along
with the administration, in a very
tight budget situation."
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Exxon
Q Continued from page 1.
Assistant Attorney General
Dick Stewart said the federal
indictment, brought by a grand
Jury in Anchorage, accused
!xxon Corp. and its shipping
subsidiary of two felonies and
three misdemeanors.
The felonies, each of which
carries a maximum fine of
$500,000, accuse the company of
violating the Port and Waterways Safety Act and the Dangerous Cargo Act. The latter
charge alleges that Exxon "will-

fully and knowingly violated a
regulation prohibiting any person from being engaged on a
crew if such person is known to
be physically or mentally incapable of" performing his or
her duties.
Joseph Hazelwood, captain of
the Exxon Valdez, faces criminal charges in a separate action in Alaska, accused of being
drunk and letting his ship get
away from him.
The three misdemeanor
counts accuse Exxon of:

—Violating the Clean Water
Act by illegally discharging pollutants into Prince William
Sound.
—Unlawfully discharging refuse, the oil.
—Violating the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act, a count which
stems from the deaths of more
than 36,000 birds as a result of oil
pollution.
Each of the misdemeanor
counts carries a maximum penalty of $200,000, the Justice officials said.
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Hard work pays off for Bonner
by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

After Bowling Green's
women's basketball team beat
Central Michigan 63-62 in the
1967 Mid-American Conference
Championship finals, a tall and
frail freshman embraced head
coach Fran Voll.
For Angie Bonner, it wasn't
just a championship, it was the
end of losing and the beginning
of a star-ridden career.
"Winning that first championship stands out in my mind the
most because it was a totally
new experience," said Bonner,
who lea the team with 20 rebounds in two tournament
games that year. "I came from
a high school that wasn't very
sports oriented and I had never
played in a championship
game."
"At the time, I think she felt
like she had arrived," Voll said.
"It was one of those moments
that everything seemed to pay
off for her. I'll never forget it."
TTiree years and two championships later, things are still
Slying off for the 6-foot-2 center
om Timken High School in
Canton, O.
Tuesday, the senior added another honor to her list of
achievements when she was
named, along with fellow senior
Tecca Thompson, to the first
team Academic All-MAC.
It was the second year in a row
Bonner has earned the honor
and the third time she has been
recognized by the MAC for her
studies as well as her playing
ability. As a sophomore, she was
named to the second team.

Bold
Brilliant
Color Copies

Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad St.
RESERVE

Academics have always been
important to Bonner, who said
she plans on attending law
school after graduation and
hopefully becoming a partner or
junior partner in a major corporation or law firm.
Large goals — but for Bonner,
anything can be achieved with
hard work.

Bonner said she chose Bowling Green because of Voll and
the size of the school.
"Of all the coaches that recruited me, he seemed to be the
most straight forward," said
Bonner, who was the first post
player Voll signed. "He didn't
try and make everything seem
so perfect. He didn't try to cover

"We knew when she came
here she was going to demand
a lot from herself. She was
always looking forward and
never back."
-Fran Voll, women's basketball

coach
"I really concentrated on my
studies because I knew that was
the reason I was here," said
Bonner, who has a 3.22 grade
point average in business law.
"After my college basketball
career is over, it's not going to
support me. But at the same
time, basketball has helped me
to be able to go to a university
like this," she said.
While she had the grades and
the talent to attend a Division I
school, she wasn't heavily recruited until her senior year
when Michigan State, Kent,
Miami, Kentucky and BG
showed interest.
"I didn't know much about
college basketball at the time. I
Stayed the game, but I wasn't a
ig fan of it," Bonner said. "But
when Kentucky got a hold of me,
I thought 'Wow, this is big time
stuff.7"
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up the flaws, he just told me how
it was."
Voll said Bonner had only raw
talent in high school, but complemented ft with the desire to
get better.
"We knew when she came
here she was going to demand a
lot from herself," Voll said. "I
remember when she was a junior in high school, there wasn't a
lot of interest, but she was imiiroving fast. She was always
ooking forward and never back.
And she is the same way today."
As a freshman, Bonner found
the college game to be more
difficult than first expected. Instead of towering over smaller
post players like she did in high
school, she was being pushed
around by the bigger and
stronger centers of the MAC.
"When I got to college, I had to
play against these big amazon
women who could bench press
me," said Bonner, who amitted
to weighing only around 135
pounds ner first year. "The only
offensive moves I had were a
drop-step to the base line or a
drop-step to the middle and everything I shot would be off the
backboard. I never shot a jumper. I never dribbled. I never
thought to drive."
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She sacrificed her own dreams
lo make her daughter's dreams
come true.

A slory you'll never forget

Although she averaged only
five points a game as a freshman, she had earned the respect
of the league and was named to
the MAC All-Freshman team.
During this time Bonner said
she learned what it took to be an
offensive player by listening to
her coaches and former Falcon
and AU-MAC performer Joelyn
Stoop.
"(Shoup) showed me how to
post up, Bonner said. "She
helped me build up by body
strength and gave me confindence in my playing ability."
Bonner proved a quick learner
and became an even greater
force in the MAC and on the next
two championship teams, averging 12 and 13 points, respectively. This season she is scoring
a little more than 14 points a
game.
Yet, despite earning secondteam All-MAC honors m '88 and
'89, she played in the shadow of
former Falcon greats Jackie
Motycka, Megan McGuire and
Paulette Backstrom.
Bonner believed there was
added pressure coming into this
season on she and Thompson because they had to prove three
players didn't carry the whole
team in the championship years.
"The big issue people kept
pushing at us was 'what are you
going to do now that Paulette,
Jackie and Meagan are gone?'"
she said. "The first couple of
times it came up it didn't bother
me. But after I heard it 20-30
times, it became insulting. They
were good, but what about the
players who backed them up?
Those people are still here."
This season the Falcons fell
short of a regular season title
and will head into the tournament as an underdog for the first
time in Bonner's career.
But that doesn't bother Bonner, who has known the role of
an underdog before and won.
Winning the tournament this
season "would definitely be the
best because it would be unexpected," said Bonner, who will
tie a school record for games
played (118) Saturday at Kent
"If we do it, fine. But if we
don't, people will have about 10
excuses they can throw into the
barrel for why we didn't. We
don't want those excuses, we
just want to do it."
If they do win, Voll may even
get a bigger hug than he did
three years ago.

SHOWS AT 7:15 & 9:15
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Tourney tickets on sale
The hockey team hosts Ohio
State this weekend in a best
2-of-3 CCHA quarter-final series
at the Ice Arena.
Game time for Friday and
Saturday and, if necessary,
Sunday is 7:30 p.m.
Bench reserved seats are $7.
General admission tickets are $6
but BGSU students can purchase them for $3 by showing a
valid student ID.
Should the Falcons eliminate
Ohio State and qualify for the
finals at Detroit's Joe Louis
Arena March 10-11, tickets will
go on sale at the Ice Arena box
office, Saturday or Sunday.
ODD
The women's basketball team
will host a MAC quarter-final
contest, Tuesday, March 6 at
7:30 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

THE

2:15 4:15 7:15 9:15

OFFICERS' TRAINING

The Key/Eric Mull
Falcon senior center Angie Bonner soars above the opposition lor another rebound. Bonner is the fourth-leading rebounder (7.7 per game) in
the conference and the MAC's top shot blocker with 1.6 stuffs per game.

CORPS

OF vvirSIGS
THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL

General admission tickets are
on sale now, $4 for adults and $2
for students.
General admission tickets for
the MAC women's tournament
finals at Cobo Arena March 8
and 10 are $5 per session and are
on sale daily at Memorial Hall.
If the Falcons win their quarter-final game, tickets for the
women's Final Four will be on
sale immediately following the
quarter-final.

□ D □

The men's basketball team
will play in the MAC Tournament, beginning with a quarterfinal round game at 1, 3, 7, or 9
p.m. Friday March 9 at Cobo
Hall.
Once the starting time of BG's
quarter-final game is determined, a supply of BGSU student general admission tickets
will be available.
For more ticket information,
call 372-2762.
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Cavs enhance campus radio
If you turn on your radio and
hear Mark Price nail a threepointer or Larry Nance drive the
lane for a slam dunk, you're not
using a short-wave radio to pick
up a Cavaliers station in Cleveland.
Bowling Green's AM campus
radio station, 680 WFAL, has
been carrying selected Cavs
games since the beginning of the
NBA season and it plans to carry
selected games again next year.
Matt Damicone, WFAL's general manager, said picking up
Cavs contests has been a positive situation for the station.
"We've been able to pick some
additional local advertising,"he
said.
"But the biggest advantage
(carrying the Cavs) gives us Is
enhanced regional programming," the general manager
Damicone said the idea to
carry the NBA games began last
year when the staff presented
the idea to operations manager
Bill Forthofer and Damicone
himself.
From there, "it was a group
decision over the summer by the
whole staff," Damicone said.
Feedback from students has
been mostly positive, according
to Damicone.
"The response by students has
been good but sometimes they
are disappointed we chose to
carry a Cavs game instead of a
BG hockey game or visa-versa,"
he added.
Damicone decided at the beginning of the year which nights
he would carry the Cavs and
when Falcon hockey would take
precedence.
"The magnitude of the particular Cavs or hockey game determined which one I decided to
carry on that night," Damicone
said.
The general manager added
the station would air all CCHA
and NCAA playoff games for the
hockey team until they win it all
or are eliminated.
"Local advertisers have responded well to the idea so far
but sometimes they say they'd
wish the Cavs were doing a little
better and so do I," Damicone
said.
WFAL is now an affiliate of
WRMR, AM 850 in Cleveland
where Joe Tait announces playby-play for all Cavs games.
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MAC MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM (overall)
Ball State (1M)
Kent State (1M)
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Central Michigan (11-14)
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Miami (20-4)
Toledo (20-5)
Bowling Green (18-8)
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Ohio University (9-16)
Kent State (4-21)
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BG News/John Grieshop
John "Hot Rod" Williams (right) battles Mark Acres for a rebound at the Coliseum during the Cleveland Cavs
blowout victory over the Orlando Magic last Friday. Selected Cavs games can be heard on WFAL on campus
and on cable 14.
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Track teams place fifth, sixth in MAC'S
sports writer

The men's track team finished
fifth in the Mid-American Conference Indoor Invitational in
Kalamazoo, Mich., on Saturday.
After holding second and third
place for most of the meet, they
finished about as expected according to head coach Sid Sink.
The women were also in Kalamazoo on Saturday and they
finished sixth. Mary Louise Zurbuch highlighted the meet for
the Falcons by taking first place
in the 5,000 meters.
The men were not pleased
with where they finished in the
final standings but coach Sid
Sink said he was pleased with
some of the performances in a
highly competitive meet.
"We don't like where we finished but we competed very well
and we were second and third
throughout a lot of the meet,"
Sink said.
Ron Heard placed in three
events and led the way for the
Falcons in scoring.
Heard placed third in the 55
meters with a time of 6.33. He
placed fourth in the 200 meters
with a time of 22.01 and then
came back to get a seventh
Celebrate
St. Patrick's Day
with
C«mp«»Po|lVeVeS
i^ LimnSrick Rakes'
I (John Connelly Ba"d)

,

chl4th

0nMa/

call eariy lor
reservations.
Tickets on sale
Nowl

—
352-9638

\

It
It
IS

PLAYOFFS (Friday, Saturday, Sunday)

SUMMER LEASING

by Kevin Rutherford

50
42

place finish in the mile relay.
Once again Falcons' depth in
the 35-pound weight throw
proved to be a ma}or factor. BG
finished second, third and fourth
in the event.
Dave Traylor came through
with his best throw of his career
to finish second. He threw 55-2
3/4 with John Slater getting
third with a throw of 54-7 1/2.
Reed Parks finished fourth with
a throw of 54-51/4.
Paul Seely recorded his bestever indoor performance in the
pole vault with a vault of 15-5.
Brian Donnelly also had a career best in the the 3,000 meters.
He recorded a time of 8:31.88,
good enough for fifth place.
Kyle Wray took fifth place in
the shot put with a put of 50-11
1/2.
The 55 meter hurdles was a
Bleasant surprise for Sink with
lave Hand placing fifth and
Mike Holmes placing sixth.
"That is the highest Hand has
placed this year and Mike has
done real well this season," Sink

said. "This is Mike's first track
season in five years."
Sink thinks the men are going
to be a much stronger team
when the outdoor season begins.
"This upcoming week will be
to compete and just get in a little
work in for the outdoor season,"
Sink said.
For the women's team, Zurbach won the 5,000 meters with a
time of 17:46.45.
"She is a first time champion.
This is great for her because she
is a senior and is coming off of
an injury'' Sink said.
Missy Filers finished third in
the 3,000 meters with a time of
10:15.6. Carolyn Coins finished
fourth posting a time of 10:17.3.
The Falcons did well in the 200
meter hurdles. Leslie Moorman
was third with a time of 29.06.
Tara Allen finished fourth and
Ginger Lake was eighth.
The 4 x 400 relay team of Andrea Rombes, Allen, Moorman
and Janice Hare took fifth with a
time of 3:59.78.
Allen also took sixth in the 55

GET YOUR
BOOTIE
ON THE
DANCE
FLOOR

meter hurdles with a time of
6.68.
Lake finished sixth in the pentathlon with 2859 points in the
five events.
She also ran the 200 hurdles
which is a tribute to her according to Sink, since it was her sixth
event of the invitational.

UNDER 21 ONLY $1
Admission before 11 p.m.
on Wed. thru Sat. Nights

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

The BG News "

Classified Information
Mail-in Form

DEADLINE:

Two days prior to publication. 4 pm.
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES:

per ad are 70* per line $2.10 minimum
55* extra per ad for bold face
Approximately 35-45 spaces per kne

PREPAYMENT^

« required lor al nonumversrty related buttresses and individuals

NOTICE:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
for 2" ads
1" (8 trie maximum)
2" (16 hne maximum)

S6.25 par insertion
$12.45 per insertion

The BG News w* not be responsible for error due to ilegttx-ty or incomplete intormatWi Please come to 214
West Ha* immediettey rl there is an error in your ad. 77te BG News wit not be responstb'e (or typographical
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive inserbone
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuate who place advertising m The BG News
The decision on whether to raises ■ this information she! be made by the management of The BG Newt. The
purpose of this poecy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to Individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

PHONE #

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

ClaaaMcatlon in which yoo wish your ad to appear:

-UPTOWN-

FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
HOUSES

Cempual Oty Events*
Help Wanted
Sendees Offered

Wanted
_FSOee
For Hani

Loal and Found
ForSala
ParaonaJa

' First day. S1.00 aarvtca charge only - fern* 35 worda lor a non-profft avanl or maaUng Subsequent daya ara charged at regular
clsssrfied rates

Datns to appaar

Total number of days to appaar

Mall to: (On or Ofl-Campus Mai)
The BQ News
214 West Hal
BGSU
Bowing Green. Onto 43403
(checks payable lo The BG Maws)
Phone: 372-2801

THE BG NEWS

lO

Classifieds

February 28,1990

SERVICES OFFERED

CAMPUS « CITY EVENTS
•ETHNIC STUDIES ASSOCIATION •
Com* and see what we're al about'
Wednesday. February 28
730pm
(MM) «. lobby ol Eouc BMg)
Otaoers tor Fal tgSOwS be elected
•EVERYONE WELCOME!-

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Abortions thru 17 weeks
Morning after treatment
Al personal and private
Proud to be pro-choice

A TO Z DATA CENTER ' 352-5042
Complete Packaging Need*. UPS. Federal
Express, Typing, Reaumee. FAX. copies

ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Ormcron Delta Kappa, a national leadership
honor society. is now accepting appacattona tor
membership Appacahnna are aiisaahls In 406
Student Sarvicaa. and are due by Friday March
2

Leader m EDITING SERVICES lor
Theses Books. Articles. Reports
• RESUMES. Composed S Laser Printed•
State-ol Ihe-art WORD PROCESSING
Versatss. AJ-Ph 0 Stall
KORREKTSERVrCE Cal 3626744

Badminton Tournament
World Student Association is organizing a badminton tournament Open to all students
Where Rac Center
When March 10a 11 (Sat 8 Sun)
Events: Man's singles & doubles
• • • Women s singles a doubles
• • ■ Mixed doubles
Prize: Trophy a recognition si BG News
AppKcahon available al International Programe.
4th floor South Hal
Qua data: IFd I March 2 at 4 30pm
For more Into: contact Simon at 363-4603 or
Oeeva at 352-6299
Old you know that AUSTRALIA la the biggest
country In EUROPE?
Teat your global awareness w/a Geography
survey.
International Relations Organization
7 30 305 Moseley Wed 28 Feb
Everyone Welcome
GREEKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUT I
TO BE IN THE 1990 KEY YEARBOOK. YOU
MUST HAVE YOUR COMPOSITE AND CONTRACT IN THIS WEEK WE HAVE A SPACE
FOR YOUR FRATERNITY/SORORITY-OONT
MISS OUT QUESTIONS? CALL TANNA OR
MIKE AT THE KEY. 372-8086
f YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 5,
1990 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1, 1990 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
now avaaable s> 319 or 302
West Hal Deodsne Mar 2
NOTICE" ELE ED METHODS MEETHG! ALL
STUDENTS who applied lor Summer a/or Fe».
1990 EM Ed Methods (EDCI350. 351. 362.
353. 355. 356| are expected to attend the*
meeting.Tueedey, March 11. 4:00pm. 116 Ed.
Stdo,
BE THERE"
PANEL DISCUSSION
Wed Feb 288:30
Faculty Lounge
on Romance a Responsibility
Anyone Welcome
We Can We W*
Take Back The Night
March 1st 06:00
"Romance 1 RssponsiMity" Wees
Panel Discussion
Wed Feb 28 8:30
Faculty Lounge
Anyone Welcome

LOST & FOUND

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
SI3S4-HOPE
For into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
REMEDIAL DRIVING SCHOOL - S50 FEE
12-poail suspension, 2-posit credit
Sat March I Oth. Tiffin or March 24th.
Fremont. E T R Foundation 1 -800-456-3673
Typing 1 35 per page 354*0371
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR SKI
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO »1400 IN
JUST 10 DAYS!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise 11400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus Organizations, clubs trats. sororities
cal OCMC at 1 (8001 932-0528 or 1 16001
950-8472axt 10.

PERSONALS
COUNTRY BUCK'S PIG ROAST II
COUNTRY BUCK'S PIG ROAST II

• HEATHER FINFROCK ■
"YOU ARE BENEATH ME" AND I JUST
WANT YOU TO KNOW IT (SMILE. REMEMBER
THAT?)! GOOD LUCK TO YOU THE REST OF
THE SEASON. TRY NOT TO DO ANYTHING
TO UPSET THE MANI -IMPOSSIBLE HUH?
H-'S BELL'S GIRLS! WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE? ANYWAY, YOU FINALLY OOT A
PERSONAL BE 0000 AND TELL MOM 4
DAD I SAID HII PEACE!
LOVE YA LOTS!
"BABYP"
• 'ALPHA PHI- -ALPHA PHI- •
Congratulations Lori Walker on your peering to
MkeNye
•• ALPHA PHI •■ ALPHA PHI • •
'AGDThe Sisters of Chi Omega congratulate Alpha
Gamma Delta lor winning sprit awsrd at Chi
Omega "Do It With A Twist"
•PHIMUCongrstulations to our newly chosen Rho Chie
Karen Crum
Kim Epstein
Molly Mclntyre
You guys wet do a lantaatic fob!
Love. Your Slaters
-PHIMUThe Sisters of Phi Mu would Hie to congratulate
Chris Mobertey on her recent engagement to
Joe Mecklenburg'
Love. Your Sisters
ADCiPTrON:
You've chosen the gift ot hie lor your baby.
Pleese give us the gift of loving a caring for your
baby We've wetted years to complete our family. The nursery Is reedy and a big sister Is waiting. Medical and legal paid Cal cotect 6 eek lor
Lym ot Harold 419 822-9288
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
bl Diana Wenzsck
you're an aewsome pledge!
Love. Your Big
ALPHA PHI OMEQA

Set ol keys lound near RR tracks behind Phi
DM house lest Wednesday Cal 354-7130

BGSU "HEALTH FAIR. 1990"
Don't be left out Visit the Lenhart Grand Ballroom March 1 at 1990 from 10 00-2:00.
"MOVE AHEAD STAY HEALTHY"
M-A-S-H

=CHARLESTOWN=
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1990 and 1990-91 school year.

DAN TRAWEEK and BETH MARTIN
on your recant lavolanrig.
YourMbro

Our Informal get-together ia on
this Thursday, Merch 1
»:15 In the Off-Campus Student
11 you have any questions or didn't receive an
invitation, do not hi Hall to cal Shsnon M
372-3808/Amy at 372-8723/Unda at
372 1992

BOWLING

GREEN RADIO SPORT* PRESENTS
Happy hours at Quarters
Friday night March 2nd from 3-7 PM
Live remote falcon hockey pregeme show.
Jon wsou SPORTS
Prior to Bowling Green hockey piayofti at
QUARTERS
Friday. 1414 E Wooeter

ClUOChlOChlOChlO
Roses are red
Carnations are white
Our V I P s are out of sight'
Don't forget 8.00 torwjht at Spots!
Love. Your Chi-Omega Setters

Resident Manager,
352-4380

"WE'VE OOT TONsflrfT"
Otfenhauer Semi-lormel. Sat
March 3,
7-12PM Everyone Welcome for more info .
Pel Afcon at 372-6386
MUD VOLLEYBALL
Sound Fun??
Get a teem together'
Pick-up acoscakons ot
Msetl Alumni Center
(across from Harahman Quad)
Deadline: March 16th

cmO's
Congratulations on your successful
TER" rjlieenthropy.
Love. The Sisters of AGO

Pick-up appecatrone at
Meet! Alumni Center

e: March 16th
Sponsored by U.A.A.
MUD VOLLEYBALL

CRUSH
CRUSH
CRUSH

Pick-up applications at
Mestl Akmnl Center

DAYTONA BEACH OR BUST
tor Spring Break'90
Ft* Deal $212
Room onryS 123
Fight option avaaable
Cal Now' Kathy 353-8446

Deedene Merch 16th
Sponsored by: U. A A

Dee Gees ' PhiOefts
Anchor Splosh waa a huge success Congratulations!
Love, The Alpha Gome

Pick-up appscations at
Meat! Alumni Center

DG-SAE-DG-SAE-DG
Congratulate™ Delta Gamma and Sigma Alpha
Epaikxi lor placing tret in Chi Omega "Do It
With A Twist"
The Slaters of Chi Omega
FLU ISLAND IS NEAR!
FIJI PRIDE
FLU PRIDE
FLRPMOE
FUCFUrFUPFUl
The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta would eke to
LUIIUI alums our Anchor Splash Champion
Swimmers Way to go guys' We are proud ot
youl
FIJI-FIJI-FIJI-FUI
FIJI-FIJI-FIJI
What Nan Man?

MUD VOLLEYBALL

Deedkne March 16th
Sponsored byUAA
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO
From $299 00
R.T. air. R.T. trsnalers. 7 nights hotel, cruree
beach parties, free lunch, tree admissions, hotel taxes A more. Organize emel group earn
FREE TRIP. For more Information cafl to! tree
(800) 344-8360 or in Cl 1800)522 8286
Phi Mu 1989 Pledge Class
Thanks lor a terrific year.
I couldn't have asked tor
a more eeweomerroup of girts!

Love. Betsy

FWFUrFIJl'FUt
The Brothers of Ptn Gamma Delta would eke to
congratulate Tyler Beesman on his recent ervalertng to Alycla Johnson

PMS
"Pre-Menatrual Syndrome"
Thursday. March 1st LHon-Lenhart Bearoom
Preeentations at 10:15. 11:15. 12:16. 1:15.
Presented by: St. Vincent Hospital Woman
Care. Sponsored by: The Student Health Servtco end "The Wei".

FLORIDA. WHO NEEDS IT?

PSKPSK

00 JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
MARCH 18-25TH
Camplng:$30»-Luxury VIII., 1551
Special Rates for Group«4 or more)
OttCONTS • DISCOUNTS
GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
15% off al non-prescrlptlon sunglasses
at On. Beettie a Archer. Inc.
1022N Proepect
Serenget! - Porsche
Ray Ban * Vuemet
Carrera - Froureecanta
Get your bootle on the dance floor-UPTOWNunder 21 (1 ADMISSION before it PM Wad.
IThur. ntghte.
Give your CRUSH e clue
GREEKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
TO BE IN THE 1990 KEY YEARBOOK. YOU
MUST HAVE YOUR COMPOSITE AND CONTRACT IN THIS WEEK WE HAVE A SPACE
FOR YOUR FRATERNITY/SORORrrY-DONT
MISS OUT QUESTIONS? CALL TANNA OR
MaXEATTHEKEV 372-6066
Interested In finding out about Spiritual Wesneea?! You're not alone. Find out more at
"Heelth Far '90" Sponsored by the Student
Weaneea Center This Thursday. March 1st.
1990. from 10-2 WB Ft Mulcehey be there?!?
Find Out'"
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE. 2-BALL INDOOR
SOCCER (W S C); WOMEN'S SNGLS 8 DBLS
RACOUETBALL - MARCH 8 ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00P.M. !N 108SRC.
WFAL WFAL WFAL WFAL
STUCK IN THE SNOW FOR SPRING BREAK?
WELL NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A
TRIP TO DAYTONA FROM WFAL. UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN. AND STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
SIQN UPS AT UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN AND IN UNION OVAL
ON WEDNESDAY, FES. 28TH THE TWO
TRIPS WILL BE GIVEN AWAY ON THE 2STH
AT UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN.
WFAL WFAL WFAL WFAL

1/2THESS2XTHEFUN
CALL: »a>TOUF>SS>SSI7
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
We don't eel you s ticket end lorgel you

HALF THE MONE Y TWICE THE FUN
CALL: So»TOUR->e>SM7
Me.lcen Night at Mark's la now every Wed.
night Authentic Mexican Food, serving al
Spm.

Fatman

Phi Sigma Kappa proudly presents our Phi Sig's
ol the month: Alan Drown, Marko Krai. Pat
Murphy, and Matt Royka Keep up the good
work!
PSKPSK
SAE • Joe Ftuaaottl > Caryn Lea • AGO
The Slaters of Chi Omega would e\a to congratulste both of you tor receiving King 6
Queen at Chi Omega Do II Wilh A Twist"
Sharon.
It's bean 6 montha already, and through the
good and bad you have been the beat.
Ikrveyou
Bill
Tennis Players
Anyone Interested In helping to form a Club
Tennis Team, please cal 372-3750.
The Sisters of Chi Omega would Ike to thank
everyone who made the Ural annual Chi Omega
"Do It With A Twfal a huge success!
To my favorite Stg,
Six montha down-many more to go! Meeting
you waa the beet thing that ever happened to
mel
lloveyoul
Cutto
UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO
Spring Breek Backpacking Trip
Shenendoah Mountains and Appalachian Trail In
Virginia Coat-S136 includes transportaJon.
food, backpacking and camping equipment.
Sign up ki the UAO Office or call 2-2343
UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO-UAO
WFAL IS CURMNTLY ACCEPTING APPLK
CATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR THE 1 »*0-«1 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH 2ND.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETING, AND POSSIBLY INTERNSHIP AND/OR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL BILL FORTHOFER AT
172-2196 OR 8TOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
HALL
"MEQOMCQUtflE"
OK, OK YOU'VE FINALLY OOT A PERSONALDON'T GET THE BfG HEAD! ISN'T IT OREAT
TO JUST SIT SACK AND CHILL THIS YEAR? I
WOULDN'T TRADE IT FOR 2 MORE MAC
MHOS! IT HAS DEFINATELY BEEN REAL
AND I JUST WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT NO
MATTER WHERE LIFE TAKES US AFTER SO
(YOU KNOW I HAVE OOT TO GET THE —
T OUT OF OHIO-SMILE) I WILL ALWAYS
KEEP IN TOUCHI OOOD LUCK M ALL THAT
YOU DO AND REMEMBER ALL THE GOOD
TIMES AND LAUGHS WE'VE SHAREDI WE
DEFINATELY PUT ON QUITE A FEW SHOWSI
PEACE!
LOVE YA LOTS,
"SABYP"

by John Bolssy
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WANTED
1-2 I. grad or ungred needed for summer
2 bed apt aval May 1 Cal Serb 353-6741
Brand new Columbia Court Apt
Four weed guys need one mare roommate for
Fal 90 Cal Darin at 364-4548 or Mark at
364-6139
FOR xMMEDtATE HOUSING OR FOR SUMMER RENT 1 tires, to lease apartment mi 3
other fans on 4th St 2 bdrm . A/C. Mutt be
trfendry Only $103 75 per month S utjl Cal
aoon 354-7926
Looking lor a roommale tor next yeer?
I'm looking for one quiet, nonsmoking room
mate lo shore half the rent of a large, close to
campue, one bedroom apartment If interested
eel 354 8322
Two female roommates needed for go-91
school year Cal 354-4273 Ask for Tern or
Rhonda
WANTED: 2 rrrrcea. lo share room In house.
Mere or lemere smoking or non house la newly
remodeled 6 only one block from carnpuo.
S147rrno. plus utll uaualy low. Cal Matt or
John at 362-0862

HELP WANTED
260 COUNSELORS end Instructors needed!
Private, coed, eummar camp In Pooono
Mountains Nonheestem Pennsylvania. LoNkan, PO Box 234BG. Kanlhvorth, NJ 070SI
(201)27H)**S
ATTENTION HIRING! Government Jobs • your
area. $17,840 - $69,485
Call
1-602-838-8885 EXT R 4244

TWIS-

WE 00 WITH YOU

641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.

KKO KAREN JONES KKG
I love my BIG! Get psyched for Florida! I
Love. 11" Kara'

MUD VOLLEYBALL
CARPE OEM! Wei a Semester's Free Tuition
(Of Ula cash equivalency' St.322) Buy your
ticket at 1 lor $1 or 6 lor S5 from any seertg
HSA/HP member

JAeSMaT 1 JAMAICA

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Kappa Derla-Cheuntel Peters-Kappa Delta
Congrstulstions on Vice President
of Public Reasons of Phi Bete Lambde
- Way to go'-APT. -Your Slaters KAPPA SKI ■ ALPHA 0AM
Conor etulaeona to

See you there!

FOUND keys with Charger key chain
Cat 352-3699 to claim, ask lor Beth

Lost green racket at Caaekty's Thursday Night
II lound.cal Jim 354-9616

Don t forget about our exciting
FIRST-EVER meeting!
Be a part of
• In Computer 1 ornate."

Canter TV Lounge (basement ol Ma I Illy)

ALPHAIAMMM DELTA MEMBERS
The Spring Break Klckorl Sub Social wJI UM
piece Mar 7. 1990 n the 2nd floor ol the Studant Services BuUng Lounge area at 9 00
PM Coma proporoo lo EAT 1 HAVE FUN

ATTENTION" ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE EO METHODS COURSES (ECO
350. 351. 352. 353. 355. 356) MUST AP
PLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE to apply lor
Summer 1 Fan 1990 Ele Ed Methods Tuee..
Fab. •. 5:00pm. Application lorma available in
529 Ed Bklg

ATTENTION
FEMALE COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS:

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32.000ryeer Income potential. De
teat.(1)602-638-8865 Exl Bk4244

FOR SALE
1980 Toyota CeaceGT
dam car wfoptona. Maintained.
$1200 354-7143
2 airene hcketa to Ft Lauderdare Spring Break
CHEAP For more nfo eel 352-7638
20* OFF ON ALL MARY KAY PRODUCTS
LIMITED TME ONLY. CALL PAM 362-491S
ANmME.
Apple Macintosh SE PC w/ Imagewrlter H
prlntei S software: $2,000
Phone
1-423-8420 otter 5 00 pm
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI
(U-repaL; Delinquent tax property Reposses
alone Cal 1 -602-836-8885 Ext OH 4244
Can you buy Jeepa. Cars, 4 X 4 o Seized in
drug raids for under S100.00? Cel for facts todey 605 644-9533 Deot 299
Cobra ratio radar detecler$ 100 Cell Jordan at
874-4400
FOR SALE
HOGAN Comp Optimum sue racquetbea racquetUke new $75obo Cal 363-8989
Gibson custom-Iks electric guitar. Excel, oond.
SI .400. Must eel very soon Contact Jennifer.

353-7977.
Loft For Sale
Pr<:e Negot«ble
Cal Laurie 372 3124
MUSTANG II 4sp . sunroof, perfect cceege car,
$750 Neg Cal Seen 363-7B81.
Nintendo System 8 6 games $200 Brought
1st semester: Cal 372-6784
Roland Digital Pano
4600 Series Brand new. asking $2000 Paid
$3200.352-7101

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32.000ryr Income potential Detsxs
[ 11602-636 6885 Exl T-4244

FOR RENT

BE ON T.V. many needed lor commerciels
Now hiring al ages For casting mlo Cal (615)
77g-7111 Ext T-911

• ■ S1V RENTALS * •
1 I 2 bdrm apis avail
g a 12 mo lasses Cal 362-7454

COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE tor the summer
Oulstandng brother /sister sports camps on 22
rrrJe take near "On Golden Pond" site seek
staff. Al transportation paid Interviews aval
Cat Robindel (gale) 215-884-3326. Wlneukee
(boya) 914-698-1833.
COUNSELORfSTAFF FOR TOP MAINE ATHLETIC CAMP
Poerbone avaaable tor general counselors &
spedeasts who have strong skits > abSty to Instruct, coach, or asseet n one or more of the
lolowlng: bsseoell. tennis, hasl'lthal. soccer.
hockey, archery, rtfolry, art S crafts, lacrosse.
marshal arts or waterfront activities Including;
swIrrrranglWSI). easing, water skiing, wind surfing, scuba Magnificent location, beautiful lake
in Central Marie, near Boston. Exceeent teemties, top sekeiee. room/board, laundry & travel
aoowance Cal or write Steve Rubri 6 Savermne Dr South Salem New York 10590 (914)
633-6104.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MONDAY MARCH
S
CRUISE SHIPS Now helng al posltione Both
akaed and unerased For Information Cal (615)
779-5507 Exl H 210
Mike's Party Mart has part-time sales clerk position 10-20 hrs/week Must be neat, honest
and friendly Apply Tuesday Fab 27. 28, or
March 1 between 8 AM a 3 PM at 1004 S.
MafnBG
Need Pert Time Income? Need e Scholarship?
Need a Grant? We Can Help! Free kilo
1 800 USA 122! exl 1090
OVERSEAS JOBS. S9O0-20O0 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Countrtee, Al fields Free rrlo
Wrtle UC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92626.
Pi time |ob coach position aval training
eeveny mentaty disabled adults in community
baaed lobs. Experience In training InrJviduaM
preferred but not required. Send resume by
3-9-90 to. Work Training Coordhator. Wood
Co. Mental Heelth Center 1010 N Proepect.
BG, OH 43402 EOE
Radiology Transport Aide
Part-time, 20 hra. a weak, 7 30em 11:30am.
Mon.-Frl Transport side w* be trained In at duties Cal or visit Wood County Hospital. Human
Resources. Bowling Green, OH 43402. (419)
3548990
Representatrvea era rasarjad lo demonstrate
the West fashions S cosmetics, experienced or
wS train Write (Include resume A photos) Marketmg Plus, Box «8601. Toledo. OH 43623
SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COO
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to
workyrve with kids Oeaulllul location, exceeent
program, competftrve aalonori Cal LeeAnn at
2-6626 or Kahn M 2-4406 tor more Info and
sppecatkxi. On campua kiterviewa March 6.
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB! Earn
$5,0O0S15.000 running your own business
and gaining valuable buaineea experience. Triple A' Student Pointers Is looking for branch
manegers acrooe Michigan and Ohio, partlculerly n the Toledo and the Columbus area. For
more inlormation cal Gregg Marians at
1 800-643-3792
WFAL IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MAR
KETrNG DIRECTOR FOR THE 1990-91 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES AND COVER LITTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH 2ND.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETINO. AND POSSIBLY INTERNSHIP AND/OR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL BILL FORTHOFER AT
372-2195 OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
HALL
You can buSd extra Income through a part-time
buaineea For appointment, cal Tim or J*n al
363-8698
Work 1S hours per weekend. Our company la
seeking employee, to perform unskilled light
production work. Current openings for a near
amklnd shirt- 7 in hours on Saturday and
7 11* hows on Sunday. Plant location Is only
2 blocks from BGSU campus The rate ol
wage It $J.J5 par hour. If Interested In tMe
smkenrl shftt, or rl you can work al lean IS
hours Monday thru Friday, cal the office at
354-2144 or pick up en epptlcetlon al Adrenced Speclelty Products, Inc. 42S Clough
Street, Bowling Green, Ohk).

1 bdrm apt available May $215/mo plus utl
354-4379
1 bdrm -2 person apt. for summer Furnished
Gst heff the first months rent free For more
Inlo Cal 353-9649
12 month leans available May 15. 1990
60S 5lh SI - 2 BR. house. S450 plus utl
605 6th St. • 2 BR apt $295 plus utj
262 1/2 Troop-2 BR spt $360 plus utl
424 1,2 S Summlt-efflc ept $195 00 plus
UK.
Steve Smith 352-8917.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 162-4673 DAYS OR 352-1500 EVE
aWKENOS.
BIG IS BETTER!
Rockledge Manor Apta.
2 bdrm, 2 bathe w'rJkUiwashers
Cat today to take a took!
RE. MANAGEMENT 352-9302
D a G RENTALS
Nicest Apartments In BG"!
1 unit left! 860 Scott Hamilton. 2 blocks from
campua Modem, furnished. 2 bedroom units.
new carpeting, laundry facatkw, as- conditioned, reserved parking Maximum 4 persona
per unit 12 month lease $595 00 9 month
lease $650 00 Avaaable May or August
287-4255/287-4685
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 badrm. $345. Heat Incl.

Lrg. Elite. 5280. Haet Incl.
Now you can aflord your own apt
These spacious apta. feature:
' Hast a water Incl.
'Furnished
• Convenient to esmpus
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302
EXTRA LARGE. WONT LAST LONG
4 bdrm. house, summer. 1 1/2 baths. I bfc. to
campus. alutHa pd Cal 372-5526
For Rent: 2 bedroom house. Great location.
Summer only 352-2932
GETINO BUSY THIS SUMMER
Why not. do it in our apartment err, gt management, balcony, dishwasher. So get yourself a 3
others and call ua to sublease. S160
363-7S77.
SEEYA
IMMEDIATE HOUSING
AVAILABLE
Male roommate needed for THIS SEMESTER to
occupy e brand new. furnished spertment
Close to campus, only $ 130 per month pros utilities
Have Questions? Can ANYTIME
353-7888 or 372 4341
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. furn./unfum. AC, aa low. as
$440'mo Heat Included rates svssable Ph
354 6036
Preferred Proparttaa la now leasing for summer
and fal Piedmont apartments and many of our
other Istlngs are available! Al residents receive
a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa. Cal
352-9378
STAYCLOSEI
Campua Manor Apta.
'Free heal a A/C
-Balconies
• Waft k> campua 8 stores
•Furrashed
Cal Today 352-9302
Summer ranees Apartments, houaee. and
rooms CelCertyRentals 352-7365
Two 2 bdrm. apta. turn a unfum avaaable for
Fafl ft Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn, a unfum also available VRage Green
Apafaiwnts. Cal anytime 354-3533.
Two bdrm. -4 person acts -BG APTS. 818,
822 2nd St. 9 a I 2 mo Hull 352-7454
After Spm a wkende 823 7655.
WANTED: 2 rmtee tor summer to share room In
house on Prke SI. 2 blocks from campus Only
SeOfrao. plus uML Carl Cindy Mill 9111.

